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1. Introduction

There is a great astrophysical interest in cosmic ray (CR) positrons. It is believed that most of

positrons originate in collisions of CR protons with interstellar medium (ISM) gas nuclei. There-

fore positrons represent a kind of so-called secondary CR component, opposite to the primary CRs,

which originate in CR sources, presumably in supernova remnants (SNRs). The same is trough for

antiprotons, which are the other kind of secondary CR component.

The positron energy spectrum measured recently in PAMELA, Fermi and AMS-02 experi-

ments at kinetic energy ε > 10 GeV turned out to be much flatter than it is expected for positrons

created in p-p collisions in ISM. This stimulated many kind of assumptions that significant part

of positrons originate from new astrophysical sources such as pulsars or the annihilation of dark

matter particles (see [23] for a review).

At the same time SNRs are not only the most probable sources of primary CRs with ener-

gies below 1017 eV [14], but also contribute significantly in the production of secondary CRs

due to reacceleration of already existing in ISM CRs and due to nuclear collisions of primary CR

particles with gas nuclei leading to the creation of secondary particles which undergo subsequent

acceleration by SNR shock. The detailed study of these processes for the case of secondary nuclei

[13] and antiprotons [12] based on the nonlinear kinetic theory of CR acceleration in SNRs [10]

demonstrated that SNRs are expected to contribute significantly to secondary CR spectra at kinetic

energies ε > 10 GeV/nucleon making it significantly flatter. Therefore it is natural to suggest that

the observed flattering of positron energy spectrum at ε > 10 GeV can be partly or even predomi-

nantly due to SNR contribution. Simple estimate [15] and the preliminary study [11, 8] have indeed

confirmed that the observed flat high energy positron spectrum is consistent with the expected SNR

contribution.

Here we calculate the energy spectrum of positrons produced in SNRs to compare it with the

existing data and make the prediction at higher energies ε > 400 GeV where experimental data are

not existed yet.

2. Production of secondary CRs in SNRs

Injection of secondary CRs (and primary CRs as well) into the shock acceleration process in

SNRs was described in details in our previous publications [13, 12]. Therefore we briefly mention

here the most relevant aspects of this process.

Some small fraction of the postshock thermal gas particle population are able to recross the

shock that means the beginning of their shock acceleration. This is the most general and the most

intense injection mechanism. It occurs for all kind of ions and electrons existing in the ISM and

therefore it is relevant for primary CRs only. The corresponding injection rate is determined by the

number of particles involved into the acceleration from each medium volume crossed the shock. In

the case of nuclei it is described by the dimensionless injection parameter η ∼ 10−3. There is a good

semi-quantitative understanding of the injection rate of nuclear particles into the diffusive shock

acceleration process in terms of the escape of suprathermal downstream particles. However, due

to the incompletely known relaxation state of the downstream ions, the escape rate is theoretically

known only up to factors of order unity, and therefore it is necessary to fix its value empirically in
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quantitative model for the SNR as a whole. The actual value of η can be extracted from the fit of

the observed SNR synchrotron spectrum, which shape is sensitive to the shock modification due

to the CR backreaction, that in turn strongly depends on η . Detailed considerations show that for

all known young Galactic SNRs the properties of the observed nonthermal emission are consistent

with the injection rate within the range η = 10−4
÷10−3 [9, 8].

The content of secondary CRs like secondary nuclei Li, Be, B or positrons and antiprotons in

ISM is so small that they can not be produced due to such an injection in any appreciable amount.

The electron injection mechanism is very poorly known compared with the injection of pro-

tons. Since at relativistic energies they have exactly the same dynamics as the protons their dis-

tribution function at any given time can be represented in the form fe(p) = Kep fp(p) in terms of

electron-to-proton ratio Kep ≪ 1 for all the momenta p exceeding the injection momentum of pro-

tons. The electron distribution function fe(p) deviates from this relation only at sufficiently large

momenta p due to synchrotron losses. The parameter value Kep at a given proton injection rate η

determines the injection rate of electrons.

Kinetic energy of all kind of Galactic cosmic ray (GCR) particles is considerably larger then

the energy of gas particles injected from the postshock thermal pool. Therefore all GCRs which

meet the expanding SNR shock are naturally involved into the diffusive shock acceleration. CR

acceleration due to this second relevant injection mechanism is usually called "reacceleration".

This term is used to distinguish the process of further increase of energy of already energetic

particles due to interactions with SNR shocks during their propagation in ISM. In this regard it is

similar to the stochastic acceleration (also called reacceleration) of GCRs due to their interactions

with the background MHD-turbulence.

Since GCR energy spectra are relatively steep and it have a peak at kinetic energy ε = εGCR ∼

1 GeV their injection parameters (the number density and mean momentum of the injected parti-

cles) can be represented in the form Ninj = NGCR, pinj = pGCR, where NGCR is the total number of

GCR species per unit volume and pGCR is their mean momentum, that corresponds to εGCR.

In order to determine the number of reaccelerated CRs we starts from the case of protons.

Integration of the protons spectrum at energies above 0.3 GeV gives the number density of CR

protons NGCR = 3.3×10−10 cm−3.

Since at GeV energies the flux of CR electrons is by a factor of 100 lower then the protons and

the flux of positrons is about 0.2 of electron flux the values of number density of CR electrons and

positrons in ISM are NGCR = 3.3×10−12 cm−3 and NGCR = 6.6×10−13 cm−3 respectively.

Primary nuclei (mainly protons) during their acceleration inside SNRs produce secondary CRs

in nuclear collisions with the background gas like GCRs do it in the Galactic disk. Essential fraction

of these already energetic particles has possibility to be involved in further shock acceleration. This

is the third mechanism of secondary CR production inside SNRs. For the first time it was studied

to describe the formation of the secondary CR nuclei spectra [13].

The production rate of secondary CR particles due to the nuclear collisions of primary CRs

with the gas nuclei within SNR can be described by the source term

qs(r, p, t) = 4πcNg

∫
∞

0
d p′p′2σps(p, p′) fp(r, p′, t), (2.1)

in the transport equation for the distribution function of secondary CRs fs(r, p, t). Here σps(p, p′) is
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inelastic cross-section of secondary CRs production with momentum p in the collision of primary

(parent) nuclei of momentum p′ with the gas nuclei, t is the time interval since the supernova

explosion, r is the radial distance from the presupernova star. In the case of positrons all kind of

accelerated in SNRs nuclei (predominantly protons) play a role of parent nuclei. We use analytical

expressions for the inelastic cross-section of proton-proton interaction leading to the creation of

electrons and positrons σps(p, p′) derived in [19]. Reacceleration and the acceleration of nuclei

created in SNRs in nuclear collisions are of the prime importance for the secondary CRs even

though relatively small part of primary CRs is also produced due to these processes.

The source term qs describes the creation of secondaries throughout the remnant, everywhere

downstream and upstream of SNR shock up to the distances d ∼ lp(p′) of the order of the diffusive

length lp(p′) of their parent primary CRs. Essential part of these particles are naturally involving

in the acceleration at SNR shock. It includes all the particles created upstream and the particles

created downstream at distances less then their diffusive length ls(p) from the shock front. The

number of these particles is increasing function of their momentum because l ∝ κ(p) ∝ p for the

Bohm type diffusion coefficient κ(p) which is realized during efficient CR acceleration in SNRs

[9]. This makes the secondary particle spectra

Ns(p, t) = 16π
2 p2

∫
∞

0
drr2 fs(r, p, t), (2.2)

produced in SNR at any given evolutionary epoch t, harder compared with the spectra of primaries

Np(p, t).

The SNR efficiently accelerates CRs up to some maximal age TSN when SNR release all pre-

viously accelerated CRs, primaries and secondaries, with the spectra Np(ε) = v−1Np(p,TSN) and

Ns(ε) = v−1Ns(p,TSN) respectively, into surrounding ISM. Here ε and v are the kinetic energy and

speed of particle with momentum p.

These CRs released from SNRs together with secondary CRs produced in ISM form the total

secondary ns(ε) CR populations

ns = n′s +n′′s , (2.3)

where n′s(ε) represents the energy spectrum of secondaries produced in nuclear collisions of pri-

mary CRs within the Galactic disk and n′′s (ε) is the average energy spectrum of secondaries in the

Galactic disk volume produced in SNRs and modified due to their propagation effect. We restrict

the analysis to CR electrons and positrons not affected by the solar modulation, the ones with en-

ergies ε > 10 GeV, for which the effects of their escape from the Galaxy can be neglected. Within

the leaky box model the energy spectrum of secondaries modified due to their energy losses in ISM

after their release from the sources is given by the expression [24]

n′′s (ε) =
νSNτloss(ε)

VGε

∫
∞

ε

dε
′Ns(ε

′), (2.4)

where Ns(ε) is the overall spectrum of electrons or positrons released from a single SNR, νSN

is the supernova explosion rate, VG is the CR confinement volume, τloss(ε) is the loss time deter-

mined by inverse Compton scattering and synchrotron emission. For τloss(ε) we use the calculation

[24] which corresponds to the relevant photon fields: cosmic microwave background, the Galactic

starlight and far-infrared photons from the dust emission with energy density 0.3 eV cm−3.
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For the energy spectrum of electrons and positrons produced in ISM n′s(ε) we use the calcula-

tion performed by [21] within their GALPROP model.

3. Results and discussion

We have calculated the overall energy spectra of all relevant CR species accelerated in SNRs,

within kinetic nonlinear model. The model is based on a fully time-dependent self-consistent solu-

tion of the CR transport equation together with the gas dynamic equations in spherical symmetry.

It includes the most relevant physical factors, essential for the evolution and CR acceleration in

a SNR and it is able to make quantitative predictions of the expected properties of CRs produced

in SNRs and their nonthermal radiation. The application of the theory to individual SNRs has

demonstrated its capability of explaining the observed SNR nonthermal emission properties [9, 8].

The theory is able to explain major characteristics of the observed CR spectrum up to an energy of

∼ 1017 eV [10, 9]. Similar approach was developed recently by other authors [22, 18].

We restrict ourselves by the most simple case of type Ia SN in uniform ISM with corresponding

SN parameter values: explosion energy ESN = 1051 erg and ejecta mass Mej = 1.4M⊙. We use

typical values of the dimensionless parameter η = 3× 10−4, which describes the injection of gas

particles into the shock acceleration [25]. We consider the typical ISM with hydrogen number

density NH = 1.5 cm−3 and magnetic field values 5 µG, which roughly corresponds to the average

ISM within the Galactic disk. We adopt time-independent upstream magnetic field value B0 and

ignore magnetic field amplification effect because the secondaries are mainly produced at the late

evolutionary phases [13] when this effect becomes irrelevant.

We perform selfconsistent calculation up to the SNR age TSN when SNR release all previously

accelerated CRs into surrounding ISM. As it was pointed out [13] there are at least two conditions

which determine the confinement time TSN. The first one is the decrease of the shock Mach number

during the SNR evolution. When it becomes so low, at some stage t = t4, such that the shock com-

pression ratio σ drops below 4, the acceleration of freshly injected particles becomes inefficient.

The acceleration process may also stop at some stage t = t6 when the postshock temperature drops

below 106K, because radiative SNR cooling sets in strongly. Since the SNR looses a large amount

of its energy, efficient CR acceleration terminates presumably at this stage. For the considered case

of ISM with gas number NH = 1.5 cm−3 these two physical factors come into play at about the

same time of 105 yr [13]. Therefore we adopt the value TSN = 105 yr appropriate for considered

ISM density.

GCRs at kinetic energy ε ≈ 1 GeV are characterized by the electron to proton ratio Kep = 10−2.

Since the main part of CRs produced in SNRs are released in the surrounding ISM at late Sedov

SNR evolutionary phase the value Kep = 10−2 characterizes the injection of protons and electrons

at this late stage. At the same time for all known young SNRs the value of this parameter extracted

from the fit of the SNRs nonthermal emission properties is considerably lower: Kep ∼ 10−4 (e.g.

[9]). This situation suggests the increase of electron injection rate during SNR evolution so that

electron to proton ratio Kep(t) is increasing function of SNR evolutionary time t. We use in our

calculations Kep = 10−4 at t < 104 yr and Kep = 10−4(t/104 yr)2 at 104 < t < 105 yr.

Calculated intensities of electrons end positrons as a function of energy are presented in Fig.1

together with the existing data. For the energy spectra of electrons n′e(ε) and positrons n′p(ε) we
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Figure 1: Calculated electron (thick line) and positron (thin lines) spectra produced inside SNRs and in

ISM together with PAMELA [4, 5], Fermi LAT [2], HESS [7], ATIC [16] and AMS-02 [6] data. Dotted and

dashed lines represent spectra of positrons created in p-p collisions in ISM [21] and inside SNR respectively.

use the results of calculation performed by [21].

It is seen that calculated positron spectrum is considerably flatter then the electron spectrum

due to the considerable SNRs contribution. At energies from 10 to 400 GeV the calculated spectra

are well consistent with the recent PAMELA and AMS-02 data, appeared after our preliminary

publication [11].

Note that the amount of positrons produced in SNRs according to our calculation at energies

ε = 0.1− 1 TeV is considerably lower then earlier estimate [15]. This is presumably due to the

number of simplification used in this estimate.

Relative contribution of two different mechanisms of secondary CR injection into the shock

acceleration in SNRs is determined by the ISM gas number density NH. Reacceleration of GCRs

dominates in the case of SNR expanding into the diluted ISM with NH ≪ 1 cm−3 whereas the

acceleration of secondaries created in SNR in nuclear collisions is dominant at high density ISM

with NH & 0.1 cm−3 [13]. In the considered case of typical ISM number density NH = 1.5 cm−3

reacceleration of GCR positrons contributes about 10% in their resultant spectrum.

The positron to positron plus electron ratio as a function of energy is represented in Fig.2.

According to our calculation the increase of the ratio with energy above 10 GeV is due to SNRs

contribution into the positrons production. It is also seen that calculated ratio agrees well with

PAMELA and AMS-02 data.

SNR contribution into the secondary CR spectra represents the component which is unavoid-

ably expected if SNRs are the main source of GCRs. Comparison of calculated energy spectra

of electrons and positrons with the existing data leads us to a conclusion that the observed high

energy flat positron spectrum is predominantly produced in Galactic SNRs. This enable to expect

similar excess in the antiproton energy spectrum. The existing PAMELA data, well agrees with
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Figure 2: Calculated positron to electron plus positron ratio as a function of kinetic energy together with

the results of PAMELA [5], Fermi [2] and AMS-02 [1] experiments. The dashed (dotted) line represents the

ratio, which includes positrons produced in SNRs (ISM) only; the solid line corresponds to the sum of these

positron components.

Figure 3: Calculated antiproton-to-proton ratio as a function of energy together with PAMELA [3] and

preliminary AMS-02 [20] data. Dash-dotted line corresponds to the spectrum of antiprotons created in p-p

collisions in ISM [17], dashed line corresponds to created in p-p collisions inside SNRs plus reaccelerated

in SNRs, solid line represent the sum of contributions of these processes.
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our calculation within the energy range 10 GeV < ε < 100 GeV and provide the evidence that the

actual ratio p̄/p is indeed more flat than it is expected if antiprotons are created in ISM only [12].

The new data from AMS-02 experiment [20] presented in Fig.3 made it clear that the actual ratio

p̄/p is indeed dominated by the SNRs contribution at energies ε > 10 GeV.
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